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get all you can and particularly learn to use it for God's purposes. But realize that

there will still be a tremendous area of mystery.

Isaac Newton was perhaps one of the greatest scientists who ever live-d. Isaac

Newton made tremendous advances. Some people think that 'instein has disproved Newton.

I don't think there is any truth to that. I think that there are certain comparatively
small
samll areas of Newton's theory where Einstein has wrr,ked out advances on Newton, but

the advances Newton made over previous knowledge not only n the field of gravitation

but in certain other fields, were probably far r'ater than the advances that Einstein
scientific

made in this particular ˆ'%/ field. He was one of th great 3rientisto thinirers of the

world's history but Newton said once that he felt like a child walFing along on the

shore of the ocean picking up pretty pebbles. He realized in other words that the great

discoveries he had made were a cosaratively smal.l amount of %$ what there is to know

in this marvellous universe that God has made.

I think that one of the great mistakes that Christ-Man-9 have r.ade and one of the

reasons for much unnecessary discension and quarrelling among denominations is the fact

that people will often take a question and they will say, What is the answer to this

question? And they will look in the Bible and they will say. Does it teach this or does

it teach this? And I don't think they should do that. I think they should say. Does it
tp

teach this? and does it teach this? or does it not give us the nnswer1/4% thin particular

question. We are all to ready to say a thin! must be explained in one of two ways.

And this way we find evidence in the Script, doesn't fit with that way and so we say it

must be this way. We should learn to get the ; truth from the Bible but above all to

trust God and know that His ways are right and that he may be leading us like a ran in

the dark going with his hand in the hand of someone who can see better in the dark than
area

he can and knows the usi answer, and God will lead us and direct us in our ways and

He will give us from the Scripture what we need for our daily walk and what we need for

our help of others but when we try to get the answers to many questions that the Bible

does not give us the ans. to and then we stand on those and we make big denominational
if

lines over them, and we consider pdople as wrong when we don't take the answer that we
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